
NATRiP has established Drivers Training Institute (DTI) under NIAIMT, to trained the drivers by using 
scientific method of training. NATRiP has established word class infrastructure for drivers training at 
NIAIMT. The center has following facilities to trained the drivers: 

Drivers Training Institute (DTI) 

1.  Multipurpose tracks both for Hill Driving Training and Plain Driving Training, including wet and 
dry section, curves of different radius, breaking area and slalom section. The tracks also 
include slopes of different gradients and whole track is sized for truck conduction. 

 
2.  Dual control Training Vehicles. Vehicle range includes bus, truck, trailer, tripper, tractor trailer, 

Pick-up, MMV, UV, car etc. 
 
3.  Advanced Driving Simulators for heavy vehicles and Simulators for light moving vehicle. The 

system is supplemented by three panoramic screen and a virtual cockpit that simulates real 
driving experience in safe conditions.  

 
4.  Seminars/workshops 
 
5.  Audio visual theory classes 
 
6.  M/s Tata Motors has joined hand by signing MoU for DTI for technical & infrastructural 

support. 
 
NATRiP has also joined hand with industries to provide word class training infrastructure and knowledge 
to students of DTI, In this regard MOU with TATA Motors Limited has been signed  on 6th Nov. 2012. 
The main objective of MOU is as follows: 

 

Objective of MOU for Driver Training Institute: 

1.  The MOU was signed on 6th

 
  Nov 2012. 

2. The main objective of the MOU to obtain “Synergic partnership to jointly manage and run the 
business of imparting  Driving Training for DTI (Driving Training Institute )at Silchar.” 

 
3. The MOU includes jointly establishing, setting up, managing and running the Driving Training 

institute and monitoring progress of this institute by providing support in the form of 
designing course content, curriculum, technical assistance, guidance, vehicle required for 
training, know-how and services training aggregates, training materials including vehicle 
manuals, training aids for driver training and also the placement of the passed out candidates. 

 



The institute has word class infrastructure. The entire syllabus of diver training  are design in such 
manner which leads to scientific, precise and safe training for drivers. The center is equipped with 
all modern equipments and tools to provide high class training environment. Following are the 
facilities available at DTI: 

Infrastructure and Facilities:  

 

1. Audio Visual Theory Class room- One. 
2. HMV/ HCV Advanced Driving Simulators- Two stations. 
3. LMV Simulator- One station. 
4. Hill Driving Track- 1.2 Km 
5. Plain Driving Track- 1.1 Km 
6. DRS Lab- One.  
7. Training Vehicles (all dual control): 

 TATA starbus-40seater. 
 Tata Indica.  
 Tata Sumo.  
 Tata 207.  
 TAT 407.  
 Tata Tripper. 
 Multi Axle Truck. 
 Tractor Trailer. 
 Trailer. 

8. E-learning Lab 

Courses Offer:

 

 The state of art facility of DTI is providing training and practical classes 
through world class training module with the help of leading OEM under following courses 
namely:   

i. Fresher course for LMV Driver- 30 days 
ii. Fresher course for HMV driver- 37 days 

iii. Refresher course for HMV driver-  
iv. Refresher course for Drivers of public service vehicle-  
v. Refresher course for experience driver on defensive driving and fuel saving-  

vi. Refresher course for LMV drivers-  

Affiliations:
 

  

License granted by DTO, Cachar District, Assam for imparting training on following vehicles Vide 
license no. AS-11/T.L/44/e dated 19.09.2011. 

1. Light motor Vehicle. 
2. Medium passenger motor vehicle 
3. Heavy goods vehicle 
4. Heavy passenger motor vehicle 

 
.  
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